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THE FmEBRAND

derives its name from Dominican

heraldry . Th e mother of Saint Dominic dreamed
that she gav e birth not to a child, /Jut to a clog-that
with a fiaming torch carried in its mouth se t fir e to
the world. Thus, the clog with the torch came to
symbolize th e burning zeal of Saint Dominic. The
legend Veritas Fax Ardens -

" Truth a Burning

Brand" - exemjJlifies the Dominican sp irit of pursuit and dissemination of truth .
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AN INTRODUCTION
The Fire/Jranrl is a unique yearbook. It is distinguished not only by its size and style, but also by the
quality of the workmanship that goes into its production. The focus is on th e individual and the attention
is on the detail. As a r esult, the Firebrand possesses
an artistic unity of its own , balancing literary material with photography and art work.
The yearbook staff approach their proj ect much
the same as they would a work of art-demanding th e
same artistic criteria. It is this approach that we consider to be the most important aspect of the FirefJrancl tradition.

The yearbook of the Class of 1968 has a new look.
The style has been changed and the traditional focus
on the individual has been translated into a different
form of expression. W e consider this kind of change
to be a healthy sign of our growth and grasp of the
concept of individual expression, and all that it implies.
Individual expression , conceding change as a
necessary prerequisite, should also involve what T . S.
Eliot refers to as " an historical sense. " Traditions
serve as invaluable guides for the present. In the
proper context they lend continuity and stability to
any form of artistic expression. But, traditions that
8

are merely repeated without regard for interpretation ignore time and ultimately stifle crea tivity.
While discarding what we consider to be the negative side of tradition, we mu st at the same time concentrate on becom ing aware of th e guiding principles behind trad itions and , realizing th ese, express
something of our own time, in our own manner.
The 1968 yearbook is our own particular interpretation of the Firebrand tradition. It is different in
man y respects, and these differences may seem startling to the grad uating seniors and those who have
an old acquaintance with the yearbook.
In retrospect, however, the things we do today will
undoubtedly seem less daringly different than they
do now. We need only read yesterday 's editorials to
realize that all changes belong to time, and time inevitabl y qualifies and places them in their proper
perspective.
We live in an age that is extremely conscious of
time. The 1968 yea rbook is offered as testimony to
that fact. We wish to be remembered, not for repeating the old way, but for being willing to try a new
way to express our indi viduality. We have not forgo tten yesterday, but today and tomorrow present
their own demands, and "to live is to change."
MbR
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BARBARA LINDA ANGELI
San Anselmo, California
MAJOR.' FRENCH AND ITALIA N
MINOR.' HISTORY

Pi Delta Phi

French Club '66, '67
Vice-President '67

BARBARA
Actively interested
in everything
from
skiing to poetry.
A rational thinker and completely honest.
Scholarly mind
that
never stops mq u1nng,
and is
capable of
actualizing potentials.
Fascinated by
idiosyncrasies and
the laughter
in little things.
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PATRICIA MARIA ARANETA
Makati, Rizal , Philippines
MAJOR: ART HISTORY
MINOR: HISTORY

Class Secretary '67
Camera Club '65
Community Service '67

International Students Club '64, '65, '66, '67
President '66
Drama Productions '65 , '67

PATRICIA
A responsive mind,
easily related
to
the study of art.
Simplicity
and an
ease of manner
that is at home anywhere
in the world . . .
Communicating
the idea of beauty
through
appreciation
and
her own good taste.
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VERNA BA RBER

Mill Valley, California
MAJOR .' MATHEMATICS
MINOR: HISTORY

VERNA
Generous-minded,
able to span
the realm
between
mathematics and English.
Analyzing
and assimilating
in the academic
or
social world.
Accepting the unforeseen
and
calmly making
the best of it.
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MARY ANN von BOECKLIN
Tacoma, Washington
MAJOR: HISTORY
MINOR: ECONOMICS

Gamma Sigma
Who's Who Among American Coll eges
a nd Universities
Special Events Chairman '66

Class President '67
Executive Board '66, '67
Social Comm ittee '65
Young Republicans '67

MARY ANN
Savoring the essence
of thingsParis at dusk, vintage
wine and
mountains in winter snow.
Strength of conviction
that
will not be denied.
Ever-conscious
of the universal meaning
that somehow
puts everything in order.
The silent peace
of the ocean ...
"The sea tumbling in harness. "
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BARBARA LYNN BOMBERG
Pasadena, California
~IAJOR.' EN GLISH
MINOR: PSYCHOLOGY

Music Clu b '64

Schola '64 , '65
Young R epublicans '66

BARBARA
Detached.
Preferring
an abstract view of
all but the
rarest of the real.
Capturing
the wild beauty
of the Grand Tetons
ora
Carmel sunset
by participating in
the idea of it.
Simply
and totally
Barbara.
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ANN PHYLLIS BROCKERT

Vancouver, Washington
J\IAJOR: HISTORY
J\IINOR: ENGLISH

Transferred from Seattle University '66
A.S.D.C. Parli a mentarian '67

Youn g R epublica ns '67

ANN
Th e importance
of detail
111

ta ilored clothing
and
torto ise-s hell glasses
Shrinkin g
in crowd spreferring
one to one co nversations.
Cool deliberation
that is
conscio us of th e
va lu e of
an historical se nse.
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BARBARA CARPENTER
Santa Barbara, California
MAJOR: MUSIC
M I NOR: ENGLISH

Publ icity Chairman '66
Class Secretary '64
Class Publicity Chai rman '65
House Chairman '65
WAA Board '65
Absence Committee '64
S.C.T.A . '66

Tenn is Team '65, '66, '67
Captain '65, '66, '67
Music Club '64, '65 , '66, '67
Prcsiden t '67
S. F. Symphony Representative '67
Choral '64
Schola '66, '67

BARBARA
Matter-of-fact
observations
adhering
to the immediate
reality.
Expressing
much of h erself
through
h er music.
Never planning
ahead .
except
on the
spur of the moment.
Cool and collected.
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SUSAN J ANE CAUFIELD
Stockton, Ca liforni a
MAJOR: ART HISTORY
,\ 11 NO R.' P OLITICAL SCIENCE

Camera Club '66
Fren ch Club '65
Irish Club '66, '67

S.C.T.A . '65, '67
Young R ep ubli ca ns '66, '67

SUSAN
Finding
the raison d'etre
in th e
classic bea uty
of
Mich elangelo's marble,
Florence
and San Francisco.
Ambitions
answering th e
demands of the moment
first . . . and
the lure of travel
catching
h er imagination .
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MARY PATRICIA CLING
Salinas, Ca li fornia
MAJOR: ENGLISH
MI NOR: HISTORY

Transferred from Hartnell Junior College '65
Firebrand Staff '67
Meadowlark Staff '66
Absence Committee '65

Irish Club '66, '67
Young Democrats '67
WAA Fashion Show '66

TRISH
The adventure of living
found
in a Bolinas kitchen,
on favorite bike rides.
Savoring
a dinner in the City
or a peaceful moment.
Sensible and unafraid
of reality ....
Composed yet bursting with
high spirits.
Alert to
the latest news
and the words of
little sisters.
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MARY LOUISE CONLAN
San Carlos, Cali fornia
MAJOR.' ART
MINOR.' ENGLISH

Firebrand Staff '65, '67
Art Editor '67
M eadow lark Art Editor '66
Absence Committee '65

Publicity Comm ittee '65, '66
R eligious Activ ities Committee '67
Social Committee '65
Irish Clu b '64, '65, '66, '67

MARY

Self-styled paradox
with a
tailored Bohemian air.
An artist's eye for
catching
the essentials
in a painting
or
an impersonation.
Complicated thoughts
that
splash colors
and struggle with
shades of gray.
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MARY MICHAEL CONNOLLY
Minneapolis, Minnesota
MAJOR: ENGLISH
MINOR: HISTORY

Who's Who Among American Colleges
and Universities
Student Affairs Board President '67
Community Service Chairman '66
Executive Board '66, '67

House Chairman '65
Meadowlark Staff '66
Assistant Editor '66
Community Service '65, '66, '67

MARY MICHAEL
Perseverance
that will take up
any question or problemWeigh it.
Examine it.
R efuse to go along
with the usual answer,
and after
much .. .
careful .. .
deliberation and
consultation,
solemnly produce
the perfect solution.
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DONNA JEAN COPR EN
Sierravill e, Ca li fornia
MAJOR: ENGLISH
M I NOR.' SOCIOLOGY

Transferred from Sacramento State College '66
Gamma Sigma
Am igos Anonymous '66, '67
House Ch airman '67

DONNA
Achieving perception
through constant observation the gifts of a
keen intellect,
a summer with
amigos
and a desire for
fulfilment.
Realization that she
cannot plan too far ahead ...
the result a treasure true education
and a collection
of special people.
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KAREN LY NNE DA N IELSON
Arcad ia, Ca liforni a
MAJOR." ENG LISH
MI NOR: IIT STOR Y AN D PJIILOSOPIIY

Carillon Staff '67
Co mmunity Service '65, '67

Camern Club '65, '66, '67
Pres ident '65, '66
S.C.T.A. '66, '67

KAREN
Loving
a window seat,
paper Rowers, wicker
baskets, and real
talks with friends.
Finding
in f-ini te satisfaction
in Sausalito,
a completed assignment,
knowing someone is
faring happily, and
well.
Our Little Prince
philosopher, moving
quietly, with determination,
towards a goal.
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KATHRlNE LEA DeARMOND
Bakersfi eld , Ca li fornia
MAJOR: POI.IT ICAL SCIENCE
MINOR: III STORY

Transferred from Bakersfield Juni or Coll ege '66
Special Events Commitlee '67
S.C.T.A. '66, '67
Secretary '67

Ami gos Anonymous '67
Young Democrats '66, '67
Publicity '67

KITTY

Elf-like ...
stealing away
from the librar y
on a
blue-green day.
Lost
in a m aze of
" Pea nuts" cartoons,
mingled with
a deep inter es t
in the
events of th e day.
Thoughtful vi ews
a bout
politics and people.
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CAROL R UTH DEMATTOS
Ana heilll, Ca liforni a
M AJ OR: ENG LISH
MI NO R; IIIST ORY

Wh o's Wh o Among America n Coll eges
a nd Universities
Club Co-o rdin a to r '66
Exec uti ve Il oa rd '66
Studen t Affa irs Boa rd '67
Secreta ry '67
Co mmunit y Se rvice '65

S. F. Symph on y Fo rum Represe nt a ti ve
'65, '66, '67
French Club '64
Mu sic Club '6'1, '65, '66, '67
Secretary '64
Yo ung R ep ubli cans '67

CAROL
Appreciation for the usual
bringing
new awareness of life
every time it rains
so that every time
becomes ...
the first time .
Green eyes mirroring
innocence and wisdom
knowing well
the music of life
catching and keeping
the subtler sounds
with
the sensitivity of an artist.
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MARTHA ARLEEN DEVITT
Long Beach , Ca liforni a
M AJOR : ECONOM ICS
MINOR : ENGL ISII

Juni or Comm unity Service
R eprese nt at ive '65
Exec uti ve Board '65
Firebrand Starr '66 , '67
Meadowlark Starr '66

Commun ity Se rvice '64, '65, '6(i, '67
Specia l Events Comm ittee '66
Troupers '64
I rish Club '65, '66, '67

MARTY
Careening
around corners,
in order to get there
before
it's over ...
A jumbled, profoundly
Irish mindsometimes melancholy
sometimes wildly excited.
Combining
economics and poetry.
Mercurial genius
hidden behind
a cloud of laughter.
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JUDITH MARGUERITE DICKS

Sa n Francisco, Cali fo rni a
MAJOR; SPEECH
MINOR." SOC IOLOGY

Tro upers '64, '65, '66, '67

JUDY
As bright and awake
as a
.
.
sunny spnng mornmg.
Expressiveturning
simple messages
into
dramatic presentations.
Convinced
of the
vitality in life
and
radiating an aura
of excitement
at the prospect of
beginning a new day.
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CAROL ANN DIGHERO
Vallejo, California
MAJOR.' ENG LISH
MINOR: SPAN ISH

Firebrand Staff '66
Religiou s Activities Committee '66

S.C.T.A. '65, '66, '67
Spanish Club '64, '65, '66, '67

CAROL
Solemn expression.
Dry
sense of humor
and
disarming honesty
always
catching th e unwar y
in a joke.
Meticulous
and worried about
everything ... still
managing somehow
to do it right,
and on time.
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MAR Y CORINE DONOHUE

Sa n R afa el, California
MAJOR.' SOCIOLOGY
MI NOR: PSYCHOLOGY

MARY
Distinguishing
between
being schooled
and being educated.
Avoiding thoughtlessness
by thinking
about
what is being said.
Appreciating
the subtle humor
of Fisher and Carson.
Seeing abilities
in terms of responsibilities
that must be assumed.
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PATRICIA ANNE DONOVAN
Oakland, California
MAJOR: HISTORY
MINOR: POLITICAL SCIENCE

Who's Who Among American Colleges
and Universities
A.S .D.C. President '67
Class President '66
Executive Board '66, '67
Student Affairs Board '67

Meadowlark Staff '66
Irish Club '66, '67
Spanish Club '64
Young Republicans '67
Student Un ion Co-Chairman '65

PATRICIA
Stabilitykeeping the situation
well in hand.
Impressive goals
and serious involvement
with the
principles of government.
A critical eye
and a
swift sense of humor.
Aware that
most of life
depends on
ge tting things done today.
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KATHLEEN ANN DOSSEY
Stockton, Ca liforn-ia
MAJOR.' SOCIOLOGY
MINOR: 1-llSTORY

Community Service '64, '65, '66, '67
Madr igal '64, '65, '66, '67
Camera Club '66, '67
Secretary-Treasurer '67

Music Club '64
S.C.T.A. '65
Young Democrats '67
Drama Productions

KATHY
Concern,
th at wants papers perfect,
r emembers fri ends,
and expects loya lty.
A tas te for
delicious solitude.
Setting out for
'' who knows where?''
and
ending up in
Sau salito.
Small joys reflected
in china cats.
R ealization that
learning
has no end.
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PATRICIA ANN EDELl'vfAN
Stockton , Ca lifornia
MAJOR: MATHEMATICS
MINOR: SOCIOLOGY

Religious Activities C hairman '66
Class Treasurer '65
Executive Board '66

Firebrand Staff '67
Legislative Con(erence Chairman '67
Absence Committee '67

PATRICIA
Th e positive approach.
Qui etly
accompli shing the impossible.
Willing
to listen and
understand in fri endship.
Endless energy
that relish es hard work
and
the chance to improve.
R efl ecting
what is
truly catholic
in Christianity.
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GAYLE ELLIS
San Anselm o, California
MAJOR: ART
MINOR: III STORY

GAYLE
The silent potter
bent over her wheel
Cool objectivity.
Knowing
what is sincere and
comfortable
about books,
good humor, and
the mountains-the
changeless things.
A curious desire
to have lived
at the
turn of the century.
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MARY HOWA R D FANNING

San Di ego, Ca li fornia
MAJOR." ENG LISI-J
M INOR; ART

M eadowlark Staff '66
Assistalll Editor '66
Community Se r vice '6-1, '65

Literary C lub '65
Tennis Team '65, '66

MARY

Eyes that reveal
a deep, dark sensitivity
for art,
for other people.
Thoughts that flirt with
profundity.
Forgetfulness, that
loses shoes, coats, money and thinks abo ut it
tomorrow .. . .
Tall leather boots
and an air of
mysterious beauty,
with just a
touch of sadness.
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JACQUELINE MARGARET FARRELL
San Francisco, California
MAJOR: AMER ICAN CI VILIZATION
CONCENTRATION: LITERATURE

Class Socia l C h airman '67
Firebrand Staff '67

Community Serv ice '6'1, '65, '66, '67
Socia l Committee '67

JACKIE
Delicate,
Soft-spoken and
easygomg.
Oblivious to clocks
yet
finding endless time
for poetry
and the coffee shop.
An Irish dreamer
imagining herself
upon a heath
high above the sea.
A fresh kind of beauty
that delights
and endures.
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ELIZABETH ANN l<ARRlS
Beth lehem, Pennsylvania
~IAJOR : l-llSTOR Y
MINOR: FRENCH

Gamma Sigma
H.O.O.D. Cup '66
Pi Delta Phi
Who's Who Among American Colleges
and Universities
Student Affairs Board '67
Firebrand Staff '66
Troupers '64

German Club '66, '67
I.R.C. '64, '65, '66, '67
President '67
l\fodel U .N . '64, '65, '66, '6 7
Delegate '65, '66, '67
Chairman '66
Schola '66
Young Democrats '66, '67

LIBBY
The intellectual dream
of
realizing potentials.
Lucid thinking
that
seems effortless
Delighting
in diversityroman tic dreams of
Absinthe drinkers
and a
penchant for
slightly crazy people.
''To listen
is to learn."
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KAREN FLYNN

R eddin g, California
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
MINOR: HISTORY

Carillon Staff '65, '66, '67
W .A.A. Board '66
Secretary '66
Crew '66
Special Events Committee '65, '66, '67

Irish Club '66, '67
Treasurer '66, '67
Model U .N. '64
Spanish Club '64

KAREN
Taste ...
that will never
be satisfied
with the ordinary
or the small.
Big dreams.
Wanting so much from
life ... yet,
inevitably conquered
by a need to be
practical, and
an awareness
of the tomorrows.
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PATRICIA JANE FRATELLO
W h ittier, Ca li forn ia
MAJOR: FRENCH
MINOR: ENGLISH

Pi De lta Phi
Class Secretary '66
Comm unity Service '67
Specia l Events Committee '66
Absence Committee '66
Madriga l '65, '67

French Club '64, '65, '66 , '67
Vice-President '65
Secretary-Treasurer '67
Music Club '64, '65, '66, '67
Symphony Representative '66
Vice-President '67

PATTY
Poised.
Dependable for her
diligence,
her sense of
balance,
her grace.
Quick,
sylph-like in her
movements.
Harmony .. .
of voice ... and
countenance.
Serene, wise,
like ... a
madonna.
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ALICE MARIE GAMBONINI
Pelal11ma, Cali fornia
MAJOR: ECONOMICS
MINOR: MATHEMATICS

Gamma Sigma
W.A.A. Board '66, '67
Vice-President '66
Absence Committee '67
German Clu b '67

l.R.C. '65, '66, '67
Italian Club '66
Spanish Club '64
Troupers '65

ALICE
Down-to-earth practicality
accomplishing well
the affairs
of
study,
but wishing
to be better spent
in making a home
and raising a family.
Half-hidden sentimentalism
finding release
in romantic stories,
while all the time
waiting for
her own knight
in shining armor
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MA R Y AN N A GLUC H
l'e ta l11rn a , Ca li fo rni a
MAJOR .' Jll OLOGY
l\ 11 NOR.' CII El\ll STRY

Co mmuni t y Se r vice 'G4, 'G5

Sc ie n ce Club 'G4, 'G5 , '66 , '67

MARY
Finding beauty and meaning
in starfish
and the search for them
in the Pacific.
Summers
on
Southern California beaches,
and
the care of children ,
maturing
h er quiet, sentimental ways
into those
of
a wife and mother ,
which she desires to be
above all else.
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DONNA LORRAINE GRADY
San Rafa el , California
MAJOR: ENGLISH
MINOR: HISTORY

Choral '64
Drama Producti ons '64

Young Republicans '67

DONNA
Idealism
finding itself in daydreams
and lightness of heart.
Willing
to focus her attention
on the interests of others
rather than on herself.
A girl ... curious ...
taken with
the fantasy
of the beautiful world
of a flowered hillside ...
oblivious
to that which is not good,
yet ...
surprisingly practical.
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PATRICIA MOORE GRAY
R eddin g, Ca liforni a
MAJOR: S PA NISH
MI NO R: ENG LISH

Sigma Delta Phi
Community Se rvice '66
Crew '66, '67
Ca ptain '67
Pan America n Day Chairm an '65

Choral '64, '66
Music Clu b '65
Schola '65
Spanish Club '65, '66, '67
Vice-Pres id ent '66 , '67

PATRICIA
A generosity
that extends to worrying
about other people's problems,
a delight in presenting a
gourmet dish
to a special someone,
and corresponding with
friends far away.
Energy spent on a wide
range of interests crewing, sailing, enjoying
intelligence and vitality.
Appreciation for all
things Spanish.
A shy blonde beauty
at home in Pamplona.
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LAUREL J OAN G R EE WOOD
Portland , Oregon
MAJOR; LATI N
MINOR: FRENC H

Gamma Sigma
Firebrand StafI '67
Camera Club '65, '66. '67
President '67

French Club '65, '66, '67
I.R .C. '66
M.U.N. '66

LAUREL
From the Ionic discipline projecting all the
strength, the grace
in tradition,
creating order
from a wealth of detail.
Utterly feminine
erudition
garnered from the classic,
fragile beauty
maintained at any hour.
One thinks of
flowers ....
Ever courteous,
grac10usa lady.
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DONNA LEE GUERRA
Ho ll ister, Ca lifo rni a
MAJOR .' SOCIOLOGY
MINOR.' HISTORY

Com munit y Service '64, '66
Italian Clu b '66, '67
President '65

Music Club '65
Young Democrats '65, '66, '67
President '67

DONNA
Ambitious,
expecting to be
n othing less than
First L ady.
Challenging
the confusion of politics
and conqu ering it
as easil y as
a m ountain of ice cream.
Worrying about
people and probl ems,
realizing that the answer
IS

being involved.
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MARGARET ANN GOHEEN
Sacramento, Ca liforn ia
MAJOR: IIISTORY
M I NOR : CHEM ISTRY

Community Service '67
Crew '66, '67
Model. U.N. '64, '65, '66, '67
Delegate '67

German Clu b '64
I.R.C. '67
Science Clu b '64
Young Republi ca ns '65

PEGGY
Acuteprobing
miniscule details
of biology, politics
and the day- to-day
affairs of her friends.
Electric intensity
tuning in to
Bach, the written word
and
any argument . . .
Craving the debate.
Acting from conviction
that
takes exception
to the conventional.
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WENDY HARDY
Sonoma, Ca lifo rnia
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
MI NOR: ECONOM ICS

Coral '64

Irish Club '66

WE DY
Adamant
about most things
and not ea ily swayed.
Seeing wonder
1n

a situation
the world would overlook
and
wondering why
the world
has overlooked it.
A youthful
frame of mind ,
as youth
wou ld have itself r emembered.
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MARGARET JA NE HARRINGTON
Whiui e r, Ca li fornia
MAJOR: I-IISTORY
MI OR: ENGLIS H

Community Service '65
Crew '6G

Trish Club '66, '67

MARGARET
Spontaneity,
creating
neon-painted shoes,
fur dresses
and a
paisley-canopied corner.
Reading voraciously
and recording
intensity of feeling,
until it bursts
like a sky-rocket.
Dramatic soliloquies
from Spoon River.
Snatches of
an original mind.
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BARBARA ANN HA R R ISON
Sa n Franc isco, Ca lifornia
MAJOR: ENGLISH
M I NOR : FRENCH

Transferred fro rn University of Ca li forn ia '64
P i De lla P hi
Carillon Staff '65
Firebrand Staff '66, '67

German C lub '66, '67
Vice-Pres ident '66
Schola '66, '67

BOBBY

Irish warmth
(hidden,
but very much there)
cherishing dreams
of elves
and cowboys
and beer-drinking Hobbits
dressed all in orange.
Dark, dark eyes
revealing
quiet, sensitive thoughts
between
laughing and teasing
with
just the right people.
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JA NET ELAI E HUBER
Pasadena , Californi a
MAJOR.' SOCIOLOG Y
MINOR: IIISTORY

Class T reasurer '67
Community Service '6<1, '65, '66, '67
Social Commi ttee '64
Crew '66, '67

Young R ep ubli cans '65, '66, '67
Chora l '64, '65 , '66
Drama Producti ons '64-, '65, '66

JANET
Eager
ready for
any crazy diversion
from the routine .
"No time to
wallow in the mire."
Ad venturesomeunderstanding the
salt air joys
of sand, sea and barefeet.
Day-dreaming
about the
endless possibilities
on
the roads not taken.
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SUSAN KATHRYN JOHANN
El Mesa, Ca lifornia
MAJOR : ENGLISH
MINOR: PSYC H OLOGY

Community Service '65, '66, '67
Troupers '64, '65, '66, '67
President '67

French Club 'M
Young R ep ub licans '67
Drama Productions '64 , '65, '66, '67

TIMI
A dramatic facility
adapting easily
to any part,
because
it is founded
on
quiet self-assurance.
A taste
for the unusual,
including
everything from
flying to New Orleans
for the
Mardi Gras
to a
well-stocked pharmacy.
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MARIANNA ELIZABETH J OHANSEN
San Marino, Cali forn ia
MAJOR." HI STORY
MINOR: ENG LISH

Gamm a Sigma
Social Chairman '66
Executive Board '66
Special Events Committee '65

Social Committee '66, '67
Troupers '67
Young R epubli cans '64, '65, '66 , '67
Pres·iclent '67

MARIANNA
Going places.
A purpose
in her stride.
Busy,
faithful to
varied pursuitsscholarshi p,
politics,
and the secret life of
Faustine Potts.
Ambitious ... eager,
and able .. .
to win
blue ribbons.
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PENE LO PE ANN JOH NSON
Uki ah , Ca lifo rni a
M AJOR : ECONO M ICS
MI NOR ; H ISTORY

Gamm a Sigma
Pres id ent '67
Wh o's Wh o Among Ameri ca n Coll eges
and U ni versities
Class Vice-Pres id ent '64
M eadow lark StarI '66
Stud ent Aria irs Board '65

Mod el. U.N. '65, '66, '67
C ha irma n '67
Came ra Club '65
I.R.C. '65, '66, '67
fri sh Clu b '65, '66, '67
S.C.T.A. '65
Yo un g D emocra ts '67

PENNY

Charmed
by the curiosities
of life the q uain t things,
and th great
iromes.
Ever-conscious
of what makes a world fa mil y, humor,
and everything in proportion.
R ecognizing the lights
and the shadows . . .
capturing these
on kodak blac k and white.
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JA E KATHRYN KERNDT

Sacramento, California
MAJOR.' ART HISTORY
llHNOR.' FRENCH

Transferred from Sacramento State College '66
Crew '66

JANIE
Serene surface
concealing intense
emotional involvement.
Gamin-like grinreminder of
an adven turing spirit.
Visions of
what could besometimes realized.
Yet ... over .. . all
a knowledge that
nature and art
will
always provide
solace.
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KATHLEEN MARY KLEINE

Chi na Lake, California
MAJOR.' ENGLISH
MINOR.' IIISTORY

S.C.T.A. '67
Treasurer '67

Social Co mmittee '65

KATHY
Pondering those
things that most people
take for gra ntedEffecting
an appreciation of the bigthe desert,
the individuals
in h er life.
R elishing opportunities
to really be h erselfseriou s or boisterous.
Curiously
searching out
the important
through reading
and observing.
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T HERESA MARGARET KOMO

San Anselmo, Californi a
MAJOR; SOC IOLOGY
~I INOR: ITA LIA N

Social Committee '64

TREE

Contagious vitality.
That kaleidoscopic imagination
that encompasses all
created things.
Volatile sign language
helping to communicate
exuberance .. . .
Accordingly impatient
with superficiality
and indecision.
Loving giraffes and turtles .. .
and the peace found
among the woods of
Mill Valley.
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JANET PATRICIA LANDTBOM
San Francisco, Ca lifornia
MAJOR; MATHEMATICS
~I INOR; HISTORY

Who's Who Amon g American Co lleges
and Universities
A.S.D.C. Treasurer '66

Executive Board '66
German Club '64

JANET

Eminently practical,
meeting each day
as a
challenge,
with
new decisions
to be madeand followed.
President through duration
of the
coffee-shop club.
Unashamed believer
in the ideal.
Honest critic
of the world that is.
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COLLEE

KIER NAN BRID GET LANE
Seaside, Ca lifornia
MAJOR: l'III LOSOP I I Y

~fl NOR; LAT I N /\ND ENCLTSII

Ga mm a Sigma
W ho's Wh o Amo ng Amer ica n Co ll eges
and Uni versit ies
Fire/Jrand Starr '66 , '67
W.A .A. Board '67
Model. U.N. '6'1 , '65, '66, '67
Chairman '65
R eligio us Act ivit ies Com m ittee '67
Communi ty Serv ice '66

Ge rm a n Club '66
I. R .C. '64, '65, '66 , '67
Vice-President '65
Presiclem '66
Schola '64, '6G
Young Democrats '67
Vice-President '67
Special Eve nt s Com m illee 'G7

COLLEEN
Independence,
square-shouldered
independence.
Questing, searching, seeking
in the surf's lash
of a rocky coast ....
What?
Curious gentleness,
held in wonder
of morning dew
on red-gold Lantana,
musmg:
"I wait, I wait,
and what I wait for
can never come.''
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MARILY N E MI LY L O MB ARDI
Sa n R a fae l, Ca li fo rni a
MA J OR: SP AN ISH
~II NOR : l'SYC HOLOC Y

Co mmunit y Se rv ice 'G6

MARILYN
Seeking
perfection
in manner and dress.
Meticulously groomed.
Preferring
the sophisticated
to the casual.
Good-natured ,
loquacious,
bridge enthusiastan animated
institution
in our Commons.
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PATRTCJA J OAN deLORIMIER
Salin as, Ca lifornia
MAJOR: MATHEMATICS
MINOR: PHYSICAL E DU CA TION

Who's Who Among American Colleges
and Universities
A.S .D.C. Vice-President '67
Freshm a n Class Advisor '66
Class President '64
Ex ec utive Board '64, '66, '67

Student Affairs Board '66
H ouse Chairman '65
, ,
W.A.A. Boa rd Treasurer 6:.,
Comm unity Service '67
Young R ep ubli cans '67

JOAN
It's a cozy place,
enthusiastic
to the "n-th" degree,
the keyword,
involvement
with family, friends ....
Considerate to a fault,
cheery,
active always for the other guy,
math, p. e. and
people.
Living always to
embody an ideal,
the true Christian woman Joanie's world.
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F.ILF.E N M,\IUE ~I AC I-IADO
Sacra m ento , Ca lifo rni a
MAJOR : FNC LISII
l\ fI NOR : S PA N ISII

G a mma Sigma
Firebrand Sta ff '67
Business M a n age r
R e ligio us Activiti es Co mm ittee '66

Co mm unity Se r vice '6-1
Spa n ish C lub '6 1, '65 , 'G6 , '67
Sec re ta r y '66

EILEEN
A deceptive quiet
that explodes easily,
and often,
into laughter.
Readiness for what comes next
shining through
wide-set eyes.
A preference for children
revealing a
child-like grace
that holds each
opportunity with eagerness
and a smile ....
All things well met
and enjoyed in
her own way.
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MA RY -LO U ISE MANN
Sa n Fra n cisco, Ca lifornia
M AJOR .' ART III STORY
MI NOR .' ENG LI SH

T ransferred fro m Uni versity of Portl and '66
Commun ity Se rvice '66

Ger ma n C lub '66

MARY LOU
Naturalwith
a trace of mystery.
Wondering
at the complexity
In

human nature
that
produces
Boots Randolph
and Brahms
Sensitivity
to people,
enriched by travels
and
increased self-knowledge.
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VIRGIN IA ANN McCA LL
Bu rlingame, Cali fornia
MAJOR: ECONOM ICS
M INOR: SOCIO LOCY

l.R.C. '66
Tr ish Clu b '65, '66
Model. U.N. '65, '66

Yo un g Democrats '66, '67
Secrclary-Treasu rer '66

GINNY
Confident
of the delights
life has in store.
Equally creative
abouta
sewing project
ora
practical joke ....
Radiating
a kind of
contentment
that only comes
from
making other people happy.
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JA CQUELINE McDONALD
Stockton , Ca liforni a
~IAJOR: SOC IOLOG Y
~II NOR.' IIISTORY

House Treasurer '66
Irish Club '66, '67
Choral '67
Madrigal '66, '67

Scho la '66, '67
Music Club '6-1, '65 , '66, '67
Secretary-Treasurer '66

JACKIE
The entertainerIn

the best tradition
of
bringing a smile
by
smgmg a song.
A sense of humor that
is slightly cynical
but
never unkind.
Real desire to
help other people
underlying her talent
and
communicating happiness.
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,
MAUREEN P,\ T RI C IA l\ l cl NER NEV
Benicia, California
1\IAJOR.' l'OLIT ICAL SCIENCE
~11 NOR.' SOCIOLOGY

W ho's W ho Among Amer ican Colleges
and Un iversit ies
Specia l Events Ch airman '67
Executive Iloarcl '67
Student Affairs Iloarcl '66
H ouse Chairman '65

Commun ity Service '65
l.R .C. '66
Iri sh Club '65, '66, '67
Troupers '65 , '66
Voun g Democrats '66, '67

MAUREEN
Always dieting . . . .
Never, never
without worry.
Wanting
to take
the whole world
und r her wing:
our mother.
Desiring to know
everyone, and
all about everyone,
but only
to love them
more.
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LAUREN 1cN ICOL
Los Altos, Ca lifo rn ia
M AJ OR : SP EECH
M I NO R : ENG LISH

H ouse Social Chairm an '64
Community Service '64 , '65

Spani sh Clu b '64
Troupers '64, '65, '67

LAURIE
Attentive
to the secret sounds
of poetic minds.
Carelessly defying
the
world at large
with
a sarcastic quip .
Sharing the inner self
with
a chosen fewpeace in solitude.
Orange
on a gray day.
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EMILY MILLER
Cone Madera, Cal iforn ia
MAJOR: SPANISH
MINOR: SOCIOLOGY

EMILY

Organization
that
enables her
to excel
as
wife, mother
and
student . . .
Always hurrying
to get to
class on time.
Following
many pursuits
and managing to
do them all well.
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MARY LACEY NILES
Portl and , Oregon
MAJOR; ENGLISH
M I NOR: I-II STORY

Gamma Sigma '67
Who 's ·who Among American Colleges
and Un iversities
Class Publicity Chairman '66
Meadowlark Assistant Ed·itor '66
Firebrand Assoc iate Ed itor '67

Commun it y Service '66
Crew '66
Epecial Even ts Committee '66
French Clu b '65
Irish Club '66, '67
Prcsiclen t '66, '67

LACEY
Openwearing her heart
on her sleeve ...
bringing
bitter and sweet.
The perfect dilettanteable to do
many things well:
write, sew or create.
Generous with time
to the point
of losing it altogether.
Thoughtful and funny
and
bringing the sunshine
with her.
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I

MARY KRYSTIN O'DONNELL

Salt Lake City, Utah
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
MINOR: HI STOR Y

Communit y Service '65, '66, '67

French Clu b '65

KRIS
Gregarious
all-season sunflower.
Bright eyes
shining most
around happy people.
Constantly busy
with
sailing, skiing and
talking.
Generous laughter
that dismisses
unpleasantness
and
makes others comfortable.
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I
YASUKO OZEK I

Tokyo, J apan
MAJOR : ECONO~11CS
MI N OR: SOCIOLOGY

I ntern ational Stu dents Cl 11 b '64 , '65, '66, '67

Troupers '64
l .R.C . '67

YASUKO
Timeless grace ...
innocence and wisdom,
confused with
modern ideas.
Curiosity- reinforced
by quiet questioning.
Complex answers
concealed
beneath practiced serenity.
Strength
from an understanding
that does not condemn,
and somehow
transcends knowledge.
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MARGARET AGNES PARRI SH
Oxnard , Ca li fornia
MAJOR: A~ I ERICAN CIVILIZATION
CONCEN TRA T!O N : LITERATURE

Reli gious Acti viti es Cornrniuee '67
Community Servi ce '64, '65, '66
Irish Club '65, '66

Mode l. U.N. '64, '65, '67
Spani sh Club '64
Young R ep ubli ca ns '66, '67

PEGGY
Light-hearted
with a
tendency
to be
capnc10us
Proud
of her family
and
devoted to children.
Fastidious
about dress and
her room.
Sharp witsparing few.
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I
SAN DRA PATTE N
Santa Clara, California
MAJOR.' FRENCH
MI NOR: ENG LISH

Community Se rvice '64, '65, '66, '67

R eli gious Activities Committee '67

SANDY

Generousstayingup til 3:00 a.m.
to type
a friend's paper.
Occasionally moody
when faced
with
too much to do
In

too little time.
Making time
for French,
Shakespeare and
endless bridge games.
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CA RLA AQU ILI NA PI NCl NI
r airfax , Ca li fo rni a
MAJOR; ENG LI SH
MI NO R; Sl'A NIS II

Sigm a D elta Phi
Presid ent '66
Co mmunity Se rvice '64, '65, '66, '67

Pa n Ameri ca n D a y Cha irm a n '66
Spa ni sh Club '6,1, '65, '66, '67
Secreta ry-T reas urer '65

CARLA
Arieslover of
the irrational.
Tangled talk.
Identifying with
Prufrock and Hamlet.
Would rather
blunt truth to
ambiguity.
Driving a black bug
flying
a blue flower.
To be . . .
artist, saint,
femme fatal e and
sane.
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RUTH LORRAINE POOCHTGIAN
Fresno , California
~I AJOR: ECONOMICS
Ml ' OR: SOC IOLOGY

Transferred from R osary College, Illino is '6G
Amigos Anonymous 'GG
R eli gious /\cLivities Com miLLee '66, '67

Young Democrats '67

RUTHIE

Activesilently getting
things done,
and
handling
an incredible
amount of activity
Delighted by
the Windy City,
a fresh blanket of snow
and the antics
of the Peanut Gallery.
An impish smile
volunteered as evidence
of a love for people.
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SUSAN EMILIE PORRAZZO
San Fran cisco , Californ ia
MAJOR: FRENCH
M I NOR : ENGLISH

Pi Delta Phi
Class Vice- President '67
Socia l Committee '67
Crew '66, '67
Camera Club '65, '66
French Club '64, '65, '66, '67
President '65

German Clu b '66
Music Clu b '64, '65, '66, '67
Treasurer '65
S.C.T.A. '64, '65
Troupers '64
I.R.C. '64

SUE
Poised,
in the manner
of San Francisco.
Super-organized
and
constantly busy.
A crowded life
full of
many talents
and
many friends.
Forever collecting things
and always
finding room for more.
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JOSETTE MIREILLE PRATT

San Francisco, California
MAJOR: FRENCH
l\llNOR: SPANISH

Carillon Staff '64
Community Service '65
French Clu b '65, '66, '67
President '66

Madrigal '65, '66, '67
Publicity Committee '66
Social Committee '66

JOSETTE
People-wisdom,
accumulated
in travels
around the world.
Epicurean delight
and
appreciation for
the artistic variety
of an Aegean sunrise
ora
Spanish bullfight.
Combining the
feminin e and practical
1n a
perfect blend.
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VICTORIA J EANNE PRESSON
San R a fae l, Ca liforni a
MAJOR; AM ERICA N CIVILIZATION
CONCENTRATION: SOC IAL SCIENCES

Community Service '64 , '66, '67
Amigos Anonymou s '65, '66, '67

Spanish C lub '64

VICKI

An impression of naivete
stemming from
simplicity and spontaneity,
disclosing
thoughtfulness that
makes and keeps friends.
Richness of experience
obtained
from helping others.
Increased understanding,
producing
a deep sense
of her own
promises to keep.
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KATHERI NE MARY RASOR
Sa n Clemente, California
MAJOR : ART
~II NOR : SPA N ISH

Sigma D elti! Phi
Vi ce-President '67
W .A.A. Board '66, '67
Presid ent '66
Treasurer '67
Executi ve Board '66

Ami gos An onymo11s '6-1, '65
Crew '66, '67
Co-Ca ptain '67
S.C .T.i\ . '64
Spani sh Club '64, '65, '66 , '67
Presicle n t '65

KATI
Unharnessed enthusiasm.
A zest forMexican beaches,
the sounds of "Country Joe,"
and . . . especially .. . pottery.
Enough pep
to run a mile.
Natural happiness
radiating from
strong relationships and
a basic goodness,
with no time
for the artificial.
Hidden . .. inside ...
a bit of seriousness.
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SHARON DIA NE RAVA N l
San Franc isco, California
~I AJOR.' A~ I ERICAN CIVILIZATIO N
CO:-ICl'Nll\ATION .' LITERATURE

C lass Vice- l' rcsicle n t '65
Soc ia l Comm ittee '64, '65, '66

Musi ca l l'rocl11 cL io11 s '64 , '65, '66, '6?

SHARON
Simplicity and warmth h appiest
walking by the ocean,
at a coffee house.
Forever bother ed
to ex plain h er name.
Versatile th e life of the party
and sympathetic listener ,
clothes buff,
accomplished pianist,
sun-lover. . ..
Gree n-eyed beauty
ser enely acce pting
interior gr ace and
.
.
sm centy.
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MARY ELIZABETH RICHARDS
Seaule, Washington
MAJOR: ENGLISII
MINOR: IIISTORY

Who's Who Among American Coll eges
and Un iversi ties
Carillon Staff '66
Meadowlark Editor '66
Firebrand Editor '67

Comm unity Service 'G6
Crew '66
P11b\icity Commi u ee '6!J, '66
Tri sh Club '66, '67
Vice-President '66, '67

MARYBETH
Dignity,
emanating from
a deep-seated sense
of honor,
of obligation.
Self-tempered.
At once firm critic
and consolation of many.
Glib, droll.
Mistress of the Metaphor.
Often content
to be alone ...
to keep the secrets
of her soul.
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MARY ELIZABETH ROCHE
Sacramento, California
MAJOR: I-IISTORY
MINOR: BIOLOGY

Firebraricl Staff '66
Troupers '64, '65, '66, '67
Secretary '65
Vice-President '66
German Club '66, '67
Vi ce- President '67

l.R .C. '65, '66, '67
Treasurer '66
Model. U .N. '65, '66, '67
Del ega te '67
Science Club '66, '67
Young Democrats '66, '67

MARY

Easy-going procrastinator,
losing herself
completely
in reading booksall sorts,
or conducting
her very own symphony.
Friendly good-humor,
sometimes
astonishing others
with
sudden and
totally unexpected
(but mostly well-deserved)
sarcasm.
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JUDITH MARIE ROSSI
San Rafael, Californi a
MAJOR.' ENGLISH
MINOR .' ITALIAN

Community Service '66

Publi city Committee '65

JUDY

Many-faceted
intellectmasked by
mischievous
Walter Mitty humor.
Finding the
genmne
in the unusual.
Perpetual motion
Deep feelings
bursting
into
flights of fancy
that soar like a kite.
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SUSAN ANN.E SCHROTH
Greenbrac, Californi a
MAJOR: SOC IOLOGY
llHNOR: ECONOM ICS

Community Service '66

Irish Club '66

SUE
Tolerant
and
willing to accept
people at face value.
Taking things seriously,
particularly
the obligations of friendship
and
the desire to teach.
Demanding genuineness
from life
and
finding it
in the simple things.
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THERESE KRISHNA NARESH SHARMA
Mattintar, Madi , Fiji
MAJOR: ENGLISH

Transferred from Corpus Christi T eacher College, Fiji '66
Camera Club '66, '67

Internation al Students Club '66, '67

KRISHNA
Wearing a sari,
and walking
with willow-like grace.
Dreaming about
an island
in the Pacific ... Viti Levu.
Wandering
in a sunshine where
weeds are flowers .
Caring for
a new home and a
cup of tea
savored
in the quiet hours
at the end of the day.
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SUSAN DOROTHY SHEPPA RD
R oss, California
MAJOR.' SOCIOLOGY
~II NOR.' ECONOM ICS

Commun ity Se r vice '64, '65

SUE

Intriguing
and
silentl y independ ent.
Loving
the uniquen ess
and individuality
of
Boston,
Ayn R and and D egas.
Spontaneity
m ov in g easily

fro m
the purposeful
to
the whimsical .
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MAR GR ETTA PAT RI CI A SHINE
San Anse lmo, Cali fornia
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
M INOR : SPANISH

Comm unity Service '66
Special Events Committee '65

Social Comm ittee '67

MARGRETTA
Rapid-fire reparteegood-nature,
with a
slightly sarcastic twist.
R elieving
any situation,
whether
a committee meeting
ora
Saint George rehearsal.
Exuberance
that fills
an entire room.
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JUDITH ANN SILVEIRA

San R afa el, Ca liforn ia
MAJOR.' FRENCH
Ml OR.' ITALIAN

Transferred Crom Coll ege of the Holy Names '65
Pi Delta Phi
French Club '65, '66, '67
Community Se rvice '66
Presiden t '67
Secretary '66

JUDY

Shy,
and quietly composed .
H esitant
about
criticizing the values
of others - yet
unyielding
where h er principles
ar e concerned .
R efu sing
to was te energy
chas ing after
the
inevitabilities of time.
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SA , DRA snrAR D
J\ fo n terey. Ca li forn ia
MAJOR.' ART III STORY
~II N OR.' S P FEC II

H ouse Ch a irm a n '64
Socia l Co m m it tee '66

Tro upers '64 , '65, '66. '67
Ch oreograp h y '6-1, '65, '66, '67

SANDRA
"She walks
in beauty
like the night. . .. "
Her life . .. an ever-changing
pattern
traced by
the dance
upon a tapestry
woven vivid,
complex,
mysterious"All that's best
of dark
and light."
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MARY CATHERI NE STACK
Pacifica, Californ ia
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
MINOR: HISTORY

Meaclowlarh Assistant Editor '66
Crew '66

Social Committee '66
Irish Clu b '66, '67

MARY KAY
Vitality,
involving constant motion,
and change.
R edeemed from
total ch aos
bya
sense of direction
that wisely foc uses
only on
the worthwhile.
Expanding
the reality of the mom en t
until
it becomes
as r ar e as she is.
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MARY CAROL TAGWERKER
E l Cajon , Cal ifornia
MAJOR : SOCIOLOGY
M I NOR : H ISTORY

Irish Club '67

Youn g Democrats '67

MARY
Pensive.
Gleaming hair
fa lling carelessly across
dark eyes.
The humor of the
Smothers Brothers,
faces of the CitySearching,
wordless,
laughing, for an
ocean of sights, sounds.
Funny Face
offering friendship
"deeper than love."
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KATHLEEN TERESA TANEY

Concord, California
MAJOR; lllSTORY
MINOR: SPANISH

Commun ity Service '66
Social Comm ittee '65

Trish Clu b '67
Young Democrats '67

KATHY
" H er twelve-hours'
treasure"
bes t sp ent at th e zoo,
flying h er own kite,
or just dozing
(with the h airdryer on).
N ever squ and erin g
those " sunshine minutes"
when a good chat,
a little Spanish ,
or a finesse,
are in order.
Every day - a holiday
with Kathy.
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ARLINE FRANCES THOMAS
Kentfield , Cali fornia
MAJOR; H ISTORY
M INOR : PHYS ICAL EDUCATION

Tenn is Team '66

ARLINE
Always:
unexpectedly arriving
with a surprise
you didn't know
you wanted ..
making plans
to get goingswimming, skiing.
Non-stop
conversationalist.
The casual look
and an expanding world
of friends.
A goal of
.
.
sincere serviceplain kindness.
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ANN MARIE TIERNEY
San l•ran cisco, Ca lifornia
l\lA.)OR.' SOCIOLOGY
M I NO R; l'SYC II OLOCY

House R egu lat ions C ha irman '67
Exec u tive Board '67
Class Treasu rer '66

St udent Affairs Board '67
Comm u nity Service '65, '66
Young Repub lica ns '65

ANN
L aughter
is a part of h er,
appropriate
and n ecessar y.
Skiing
.
.
1s a pass10n
in spite of broken legs.
A cas ual n ature
som etim es gives way
to
an Irish tern per.
Simplicity
listens
to the so unds
of fri ends in need.
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LYNN MARIE VALENTE

Fairfax, California
MAJOR: ENGLISH
MINOR: ART HISTORY

Community Service '64

LYNN
Rejoicing
in reciting triviaany old movie
or
the words to a song but only
as a side-light,
not sole occupation.
Sharp sense of humor
that constant! y crackles
and occasionally
comes up with
some of
the worst puns on record.
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ELIZABETH ANN VENNEMEYER
San Fran cisco, Califo rnia
MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
i tl NOR: PSYCHOLOGY AND HISTORY

Commun ity Service '65, '66
Social Committee '66
Crew '67

Publicity Committee '65
I rish Club '66
Ge r man C lu b '64

BETTY

Striking Teutonic looks.
The questfor travel and
adventure.
Practical joker,
a wunclerbar laugh
that explodes
in the memory.
Honest
to the point of
exasperation .
Warm-hearted and
generous about taking
the time and trouble
to help someone else.
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BARBAR A DE LLA WA TER S
Ca mari llo, Califo rnia
MAJOR: H ISTORY
M I NO R : SOC IOLOG Y

Community Service '65 , '66
Socia l Committee '66
Irish Club '65
Span ish Club '64

S.C .T .A. '65, '66, '67
Secretary '66
Pres id ent '67

BAMBI
Welcoming
each day
as it comes.
Seasoning the hours
with energy and
cheer.
Meticulously
organized and groomed.
Favorite hair-stylist
of the North Wing.
Finding Thumper,
her Pink Menagerie,
and chocolate sundaes,
somewhat '' special
and apart."
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DOROTHEA WEST
Pe talum a, Ca liforni a
MAJOR : ART
MINOR: ENGLIS H

Transferred from Ca lifornia College of Ans & Crafts '66

VIKKI
Creating
and
destroying.
Re-emerging
and retreating.
Moving on
until
she catches up
with herself.
Missing little
and letting on less.
The third side
of
the coin awaits ...
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SUSAN ANNE WORNER
San Francisco, Ca liforni a
MAJOR: HISTORY
MINOR: ART HISTORY

Year Abroad at Loyola, Rome '66
Com munity Service '65, '67
Camera Club '65

French Club '64, '65
Troupers '64

SUE
Assimilating
all information
within reachstatistics or a song
learned
in Rome.
A passion for art
that will
never be satisfied.
Wanting most
to teach children
what beauty is
and
likely to instill
her own
zest for learning.
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AWRY
Somehow it n ever works the way you thoughtit never quite comes out the way you plan
it 's always just a little off,
a little wrong,
and then you're left to push it back in shape
and find that no one really cares but you.
D eceptive, simple, easy, calm ,
until you try to mold it to a dream
and it spreads about, rebels,
and only you remember what began.
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I've been that dream,
and lost it
and I tried to tell how hopeless losing seemed,
but no one listened
and I finally stopped explaining,
picked up corners
and began to push them all back into shape.
A little sorry, disappointed,
surprised they hadn't listened,
until another dream spread into shape,
and out,
and the thing began again.
Only I know how it started,
how it grew,
and only I know just the way it died.
I keep it all inside,
and keeping it, I find I'm much too busy to wrap
myself around
another's dream.
But that 's their dream,
and these are mine.
The less I ask
the less I have to give.
Only I know just the way it died,
I kept it all inside.
-SHIRLEY CLARK CLISHAM
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AND YOU , MY SON
Jacob sat on his porch in the dry hea t of the valley
and looked over the farm around him. It was good
land . At least he had thought it was good land thirty
years ago when he had first see n it. It had see med
like good land when he and his sons had worked it.
Now it seemed too dry, too old , too worn out to produce anything. As he sat rocking on the porch, J acob,
too, seemed too dry, too old , too worn out. Wh en h e
sat like that his fifty-thre e years see med like seve nty.
His was an old house . In it he had worked and
prayed and plann ed, and in it his sons had bee n b orn.
It had been white, but now it was th e color of rottin g
boards. The yard was straggly with tall weeds. There
were a few feed shacks out in back.
After the scorching summer , the surrounding hills
were brown. The Ander son fi elds all lay fallow.
There was nothing to harvest. In the gard en in b ack
a few scrawny stalks of corn and some gr een vegetables survived. A half-dozen chickens wander ed
freely about the yard.
"Next year will be better. "
Jacob spoke aloud but th ere was no on e to h ear.
Ann was busy in the kitchen and there was no one
else around. Jacob 's three sons wer e gone. D avid and
Carl were married and lived in the city. Ed , Jacob 's
youngest son, had joined the Marines three years ago.
There was no one around, but Jacob continued to
speak.
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"Next year Ed and me'll grow more'n anybody in
the valley. He'll come back and marry Sally Hopkins
and they'll live here on the farm. Th en Ed and me'll
grow more 'n anybody in the valley."
The farmer's lined face had a ruddy glow that
seemed to tell of many yea rs' work done. His hair
was greying now and in som e places the brown scalp
showed through. Wh en h e stood straight h e still
looked down on most people and when he was angry
the tendon s in his lean neck tighten ed visibly. But
he seldom got angry now .
"David and Carl can 't help, but Ed and me can
do it. " He fell sil ent and onl y the creaking of th e
rocker and th e rattl e of pots and pans from the
kitchen broke th e stillness.

II
A dust-cloud rising from the road announced the
coming of David 's Falcon. The car pulled up in front
of the house and Jacob 's oldest son stepped out to
help his wife Carol with the bowl she was carrying.
" H ello, Dad. W e are n 't the first ones here, are we?
Carol took so long making the potato salad, I was
sure the others would be here before us. Where's
Mom?" With th at, th e scree n door slamm ed behind
D av ~d . Carol ki ssed J aco b 's forehead and linger ed
awh1_le at the d_oo r,. gazing bac k at th e aging m an
rocking
gentl y 111 his old chair. She worried a b out
.

I11m.
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David never seemed to talk to his father. Carol
had wondered about their silence until finall y sh e
had asked her husband why he seemed to avoid
Jacob.
" Dad loves me too much ," David had answered,
listening to his own words as if he had never spoken
them before. " I know he's proud of me, although he
never wanted me to be a teacher, but I feel as if I' ve
deserted him somehow."
Because she had had no answer, Carol had said
nothing to comfort Dav id. Now, she could say nothing to J acob.

III
A foot sounding on the step brought Carol out of
her thought and J aco b sa id a lively hello to his second son , Carl. Carl and Eliza beth were late as u su al.
Elizabeth always looked perfect but Carl joked about
how long she took each day to perfect herself.
As Jacob looked up at Carl, a smile grew slowly on
his lips as he remembered how "Carl was always such
a help to me. "
" Pa, why don 't you come on inside? I just made a
new record and I want everybod y to hear it. " Carl
was a musician and his r ecords had really begun to
catch on lately.
''I'll be in a little later , son," Jacob answered his
son who was already in the kitchen wrapping his arms
around his mother.
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With the porch quiet again, Jacob 's thoughts wandered . He sat until only the outline of the hills could
be seen against the graying sky.
"Next year will be better. Me and Ed can do it. "
IV
The aroma of fried chicken reminded Jacob that
it must be about time for dinner. As he rose from his
chair, a little white card fluttered to the floor. Printed
in the center of the card were the words:
GEORGE P. STROMPE
Agricultural Advisor
Mr. Strompe's phone number had been written hurriedly on the back in a sprawling h and.
The memory of that young man 's patronizing advice brought fire to the proud farmer's eyes. Mumbling something about "college kids" and " thinks he
knows farming from books," jacob let the screen
door slam behind him as h e entered the house and
threw the card into the trash basket by the desk.
V

When Jacob came in the family became silent.
Ann and D avid had been talking quietly in the corner while the others were gathered at the door to the
kitchen. David left his mother 's side and approached
Jacob .
" H er e, Dad, sit here. Carl was just going to play
his new record. " David indicated the armchair by
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the fireplace where Jacob had always sat after dinner
when the boy:; were younger. H e sa t down and pulled
out his old black pipe and as he dug it into the
tobacco pouch he thought about the plans he would
make for his son's homecoming. May be Carl would
bring his combo and they could have a little party.
Sally Hopkins would be th ere and Ed would really
be glad to be home.
" Carl, remember that id ea I told yo u about a
couple a' years ago about starting an apple orchard
on th e north forty ? I'm g-oing to tell Ed about it and
see what he thinks. We could plant when he gets
back and it'd be producing before we knew it," said
Jacob, becoming excited at th e prospec t.
"Pa, an apple orchard is a lot of: work for a long
time before it shows a profit. If you planted tomatoes
there you'd have a good pay ing crop each year. Why
don ' t you ask T ess Banner if he could se nd over some
plants? You could start with a small section - till you
get going. Dav id and I would be glad to lend you
the money for the plants."
"No, I'll just wait and see what Ed thinks of the
apples. " Carol asked, "When are we going to hear
that record ?" As the music played , Jacob beca me absorbed in his planning. The others tried to act as if
nothing was wrong while they commented on the recording. But David 's eyes betrayed his worry as they
met his mother's questioning gaze. "When will you
tell him?" seemed almost clearly spoken as her dark
eyes watched him . But David could only look away.
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VI
At dinner, Jacob seemed to snap out of his mood.
He spoke of the family and his own youth. He even
remembered a joke someone had told him and
everybody laughed. And still Ann's eyes asked the
question . And still David only looked away. He was
waiting for just the right moment.
Jacob said, "I can't remember a year with less rain
all the time I've lived here . Seems like the grass'll
blow away if we don 't get some soon."
"Maybe you should have planted that grain you
have in the shed. At least you might have saved some
top-soil, " suggested David.
"I want to save that for next year. Maybe Ed 'll
wanna use that for a rotation crop."
"But you could have harvested something this
year!"
" I couldn't do it alone."
"Sure, but you could have hired enough help to
get by. Carl and I told you we'd give you the money."
"I don 't want your money! You couldn't stay here
where I built something good for you and work the
farm with me, so I don't want your money !"
David was becoming angry with his father's stubbornness.
"What do you want? Are you just going to sit here
watching the land and the little savings you've got
disintegrate? If you won't sell the land , at least you
could accept our offers to help you work it! "
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"Help me work it?! Hahl You wouldn' t dirty your
clean city clothes. Ed 's the only one that'll help me.
When he comes home we 'll ge t this farm going better
than ever and without your charity! "
" Ed's not coming home. Ed 's dead!"
David hadn 't meant to tell his fath er this way . He
had gotten mad and said it. Now, he saw the ash en
mask on his fath er 's fa ce and realized what he had
done.
Ann looked first at her husband and then at her
son. Her eyes wer e dry now as her hands gripped the
arms of her chair so hard her knuckles showed white.
Carl sat silent, staring blindly at his plate, and Elizabeth found her hands unco mfortably idle.
Rising from her place, Carol went around to where
Jacob sat hunched in his ch air. She put her hand on
his shoulder but she had no words.
After a few minutes, David 's voice, soundin g not
at all like Dav id , began to explain .
"The news came this afternoon. Mom didn 't know
how to tell yo u so she asked me. I didn 't mean it to
be this way ."
But J aco b didn 't hear his son 's last words. H e
could only hear the words " Ed 's not coming home"
as he walked out onto the porch and sank down on
the step.
JoANN Aucu sTI NE '68
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THE OVER-EDUCATED WOMAN
I pray you, for once let u s be realistic! Let us descend from our insular towers in Academia, Arcadia
-what have you- and consider one of our besetting
social problems. It at least has the distinction of
standing out from all our most commonly discussed
difficulties by the very fact that it arises out of an
excess, not deprivation, of what might be a good
thing, college education. I am here speaking of one
product of our educational system-the over-educated woman. Exactly what are we to do with her?
She is the woman who has educated herself out
of her environment. The result of her education is
that this ·w oman is bored by nearly everyone and
everything she sees. She has been taught to dream.
Her notion of reality has become not what is, but
what could be. As a consequence, women are becoming less and less the gTeat practical force they have
long been recognized as. She who has bee n fed Shakespeare, Einstein, and Plato finds her daily life to be a
constant confrontation with med iocrity. She has to
cope with tedium somehow and so we find the many
overweening mothers, shrewish career women and
cold scholars-women who have resorted to the illusion of th e ideal or the sop of action, any action,
simply to stave off th e eleven o'clock droop syndrome
which inevitably catches up with her at some point
or another. Boredom is the substance of the Kinsey
report, the achievement of mass communications, of
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th e PTA, of th e D A R. Wom an has bee n led to expect
too much of life. She knows too much about what she
ca n have and can be. But, she is chain ed by her statu s.
There is no outlet for her to r eform th e world as is,
despite second ary concessions such as th e franchise
granted by the male Es tablishment.
T his is a definitely da ngerous soc ial condition
where we find that mos t members of th e society mistakenl y think they think they picture the role of
wo men to be the beautiful inspiration of man , his
other half, his completion-while in ac tuality, soc iety
r elega tes woman to the role of grease to the m asc uline m achine. She is expected to do the dishes, the
filin g and other assorted trivia, supposedly fe minine.
She is left little time to be what she thinks of herself
as- enchantress, lifegive r, the oth er h alf of man ,
whatever. Sh e is in ac tu ality a slave-or so it seems
to h er. Better, then , that she had n ever learned her
poten tial. It would save the ·world much h eartbreak
if onl y women were not so bored.
I do not de n y th at sacrifice is part of the spirit of
woman, but the well-educated ·woman ca nnot be
overly enthusias tic about offering the immolation of
her independ ence, of her grea t power , to modern
men. Are they wor thy recipien ts of her offerin g? Will
they appreciate her? After all, what husband r equires
x units of sc ience, of li terature or of music from his
wife-he wan ts his dinner.
Higher educa tion fo r ,vo men fa ils to tra in h er for
h er vocation. She is well-equipped to spou t philos-
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ophy, but must endure with pleasure the banalities
of the cocktail circuit or the tearoom chat. She is a
woman who has created out of the raw material of
her nature, a being who is the ideal helpmeet of man,
only to find that the demand is for an inferior product. Much better that she aspire only to mediocrity,
for she cannot at this time, unless she is very fortunate, catch up to her dream. It is an impossible quest
and a source of unending frustration that she cannot
be what she feels she must, in conscience, become.
I now propose to demonstrate the sophistry of
many of the platitudes women are offered in their
pursuit of understanding.
Education is a broadening experience. This statement is true only in so far as we recognize that education broadens just the intellectual experience. It
is not practical, and it is limiting in all kinds of ways.
Whoever first said that "college is a social asset" had
to be a theoritician working from other men's theories when he extended it to woman. Her field of choice
for a husband is drastically narrowed for not all men
go on from high school to the ivy-covered walls, and
even fewer stay there. Fewer still take advantage of
what they are offered, spending their time instead
in the immature ego-pursuits of the American male.
In order to garner experience for herself, woman is
forced to become an accessory to his stupidity, all
the while being spoon-fed concept upon jaded concept of what she should be and what he will never
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be unless he assumes his status in the adult ,vorld .
W oman must never make her man fee l inferior,
fo r psychology instructs her, frowning all the while,
that this is a castrating experience fo r th e tender
m ale psyche. Man m ust always feel that he is wea ring
th e pants-though he rarely does. Our over-educa ted
wom an must seek to find a man who is her equal or
her superior, just to esta blish communica tion, to
ensure her femininity, and , paradoxically, to d iscove r her identity, the ash of her sacrifi ce. In losing
herself to anoth er, she fin ds herself. She cannot lose
herself to someone who has not ac hieved her maturity. Th e dilemm a she faces is overwh elming- to
gras p its horns she must sacrifi ce eith er her image of
th e id eal man-or her image of her own high valu e.
More prosaically, th e over-educa ted woman wages
consta nt combat with the prejudice of the highschool diploma. She is laughed at for trying to discuss anything more esoteric than her childre n / their
d iapers. If she uses a word of more than two syllables,
she is acc used of 'showin g-off' her knowledge . If she
expresses d issatisfac tion with her swea ty beer-drinking man 's inevita ble choice of the situ ation com ed y
over educa tional TV, she is labeled a soc ial climber.
Out of self-d efense, it is much better for her to confo rm , to sacrifice her desires, her aspirations, for the
greater benefit of all men-espec ially the one in the
livingroom chair. Th e grea test mental exertion she
is allowed is bridge, and eve n this game is not acceptable in all circles. She does not know enough to dis-
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cuss politics, though she has been shown that many
heroes have been pushed ahead by a woman.
In all , it becomes obvious, that knowledge is not,
indeed , power at all, but a source of frustration , of
alienation, to the woman who must suffer the consequences of her birth. To know is not necessarily to
love at all. It is to despair that knowing leads our
friend , for how can she truly love, truly sacrifice to,
the deity she is presented with. She cannot find meaning in mediocrity when she knows excellence. Knowledge is not even profitable. Evidence the father who
grudgingly spends 10,000 dollars or more for her
education, when it is likely that he will be sadd led
with the burden of his darling girl for the rest of
his life-just because she has not been trained to do
anything practical either for her own livelihood or
for the sake of her lamentable White Knight.
The only valid statement about learning for women can only be "What you don't know can't hurt
you." Let us all leave woman alone. Let us leave her
to her mystery. She understands more instinctively of
her power than men think. It is safer for us to save
her from herself. It is just preventive psychiatry that I
advocate here. Let us not proliferate neurosis more
than necessary in our modern world. Teach women
just enough to observe the social amenities. Teach
her just enough so she can work the push button life
she meets-and leave her to herself to perform the
magic rites of her femininity.
MARY ANN BANNAN
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AND SO IT BEGINS
The first tragic moment of realization - standing in
a bare, sunlit room surrounded by four big trunks
and looking at your sturdy single bed with an iron
headboard painted off-white. And your parents have
just left ... The first alone moment of college passes
as a shot of pain goes up your spine. A growing numbness takes its place as you try to fit fifteen pairs of
three-inch heels into a two-foot square space behind
your roommate's three wool coats. And then your
roommate appears, and you know the moment you
see her that you'll never make it through the year
together. But you smile and try to grit your teeth
silently. The numbness is gone and a cold, hard wave
of determination moves over your body and possesses
it. With this wonderful attitude you are able to make
it through the first two weeks of college life.
After the initial shock wears off, you find that little chinks are beginning to wear through the armor in
your cast-iron disposition. Someone asks you to go on
a picnic on top of the hill behind school. Another
time you exhaust yourself in a game of football on
the grass in front of Meadowlands. You lose yourself
on late afternoon walks among the trees. It is hard
for you to remain resolute in your desire to be aloof.
Gradually, you learn what a friend is. More important - you learn what it means to be a friend.
You find the pressures of the Sophomore slump a
little too much to carry alone - so fifteen of you hop
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into someone's car and go down to Swenson's for an
ice-cream. And then you go back to Fanjeaux and
stay up until 3: 00 a.m. eating salami sandwiches and
french bread and trying to learn enough history to
pass Dr. Dill 's test the next morning - and you do.
But then there are the times when an ice-cream
doesn't do any good at all. The minor tragedies that
come and you find that you're awkward and not quite
able to handle the situation. You stumble through
and because you 're not alone it's easier somehow.
When you return from summer vacation you find
that being a Junior brings a bit of a superior air.
You are actually beginning in your major and you
are glad to start on something that you really want to
do. You greet your returning friends a little more
sedately than last year. You notice subtle little differences - they don ' t wear bobby-sax with their loafers any more and their laughter doesn't quite reach
the shrieking tones that it used to. You sit in the sun
together and find that you really don't have to talk.
Almost too rapidly you find yourself a Senior. It is
almost a shock. People ask you what yo u are going
to do after you graduate, and all you can think about
is how much you don't know in your major field.
But you can't really get upset because you're too busy
trying to get it all done before it's too late. You take
a few more rides up in the hills than you used to, and
you linger a little while longer over coffee and conversation after dinner. You spend more time in the
smoke-room than you can spare, but you don't care.
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You spend your last week-end at Bolinas, and walk
down to the beach just at sunset. And, then, one day
you are standing in a bare, sunlit room. Your father
has just carried down your last book-filled suitcase
and you tell him that you want to stay a minute to
make sure that you haven 't forgotten anything. You
look around the room and you're alone and a shot
of pain goes up your spine. And so it begins ...
MARTY DEVITT
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A LJ\IA PATER
Bald h ead clea n and shin y
R osy complexion
Tortoise shell round rimm ed glasses
Sparkling white robes fl owing to the floor.
InLolerant of vincible ignorance
(And sometimes of fema le opinion)
His notes our salva tion
His tests our sad woe.
Conservative in thought
Liberal in humor,
if it 's Friday.
Seniors kn ow him well
But he kn ows se ni ors better.
CARLA PI NC I N I
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ON BECOMING 22 THIS SPRING

If you were to ask me,
(That is, just assuming
someone might ask me)
"How does it feel, just how
does it feel to be 21
(going on 22 this Spring) ?"
I would say, "Why thank-you,
I ,vas so hoping someone
would ask before I turn 22
(this Spring, which is soon) .
I would reply instantly, "Well."
"It's like ... it's like
You can throw away childhood
things, i.e. your fake I.D.
And also you can do anything
you D-well please."
Only you don't,
because you've finally got
a little wisdom in your head .
"And when you give your love
it's really something because
now it's a woman's love.
And all clay long it's high noon. "
All in all it's much like
being six, when you're clever
as clever, and you decide
210

you'll go on being six,
for ever and ever.
Except, the only difference
is . .. that now you know ...
you
just
can't.
MARY LACEY NILES
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PATRONS
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Angeli
Mr. Luis Ma. Araneta
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Bernardoni
Mr. and Mrs. August R. von Boecklin
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bomberg
James L. Callan and Sons Jewelers
Mr. and Mrs. Warwick Stevens Carpenter, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Caulfield
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Cling
Dr. and Mrs. Francis J. Conlan
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick L. Connolly
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Copren
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Danielson
Mr. and Mrs. George DeArmond
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Demattos
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Devitt
Mrs. John Dicks
The Dominican College Alumnae Association
Mrs. Catherine Donohue
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Donovan, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Dossey
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon R. Edelman
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ellis
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Farrell
Col. and Mrs. Stephen C. Farris
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Dr. and Mrs. Philip Flynn
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo P. Fratello
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gambonini
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Grady
Dr. and Mrs. Dell M. Gray
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Guerra
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Harrington
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Harrison
Mr. and Mrs. A.

J. Huber

Dr. and Mrs. Orlando Johann
Mrs. Bert Johansen
Mr. and Mrs. Louis F. Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd J. Kerndt
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Kleine
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Landtbom
Mr. and Mrs. George deLorimier
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Machado
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Mann
Marelli Bros. Shoe Repair
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McCall
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey J. Mclnerney
Col. and Mrs. Paul B. McNicol
Nathe Food Service
Mr. and Mrs. H. Patton Niles
Payless Drug Store
Miss Mary-Louise Peterson
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Pincini
Mrs. Paul Poochigian
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Porrazzo
Rafael Book and News
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Rasor
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Ravani
The Red Kettle
Redwood Travel Advisors
Mrs. Madelaine P . Richards
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schroth
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Stack
Taft Travel Agency
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Tagwerker
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Taney
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. Tierney
Town House Beauty Salon
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Valente
Mr. and Mrs.

J. Edward Waters

Mrs. James Winne
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Worner
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